Meridian Extended Day Spring
Enrichment Brochure 2021
April 20-June 4

REGISTRATION
We will be returning to the original enrichment class format of 1 class per week taking place over
seven weeks*. Please have look at the offering below and visit the spring enrichment enrollment
website to register. The registration deadline will be the end of day April 14. All classes will begin
the week of April 19.
*Some providers have decided to offer multiple classes per week.
Enrichment providers will reach out directly to families with class information and links for online
learning.
To help ensure that the classes are not canceled due to low enrollment and to support our
community of small business enrichment providers, some classes may include students from
outside schools.
Enrichment class providers determine the minimum and maximum enrollment numbers. Classes
will be filled on a first-come, first-serve basis, and are subject to cancellation due to low
enrollment. Program Director, Jessica Urdaz-White, will contact you directly if cancellation impacts
your child’s registration.

QUESTIONS?
Please direct questions regarding class offerings and registration to Extended Day Program
Director, Jessica Urdaz-White

Monday
Classes April 19-June 7, no classes May 31 (Memorial Day)

Bags & Accessories Machine Sewing Class with Little Hands Creations
$219, 1-5 Grade, 3:30-5 p.m.
Create your own accessories! In this class students will learn how to create their very own, one of a kind bags
and accessories including a Fox Purse, Owl Backpack, Toolbelt, Bowtie, Scrunchy, Kitty Ear Headband, and
more! During the first class, students will be able to vote on the projects they want to make, and then each
week we will tackle one project as a group and work step-by-step together. This class is great for returning
sewers who are ready for more complicated customizable projects. All supplies, including a sewing machine,
will be available for pick-up from our no-contact pick-up shelf outside our (Seattle) Fremont Studio prior to
class or delivered to your doorstep at an additional fee. We can ship the supply kits for those outside of
Seattle, but we are not able to ship sewing machines. Some tools and equipment will need to be returned
after the classes are complete *Please note that the first class of this session is mandatory, please contact
Chelsea Cook if your child is unable to attend* *This class has a prerequisite of an LHC machine sewing class*

Machine Sewing for New Students with Little Hands Creations
$219, 1-5 Grade, 3:30-5 p.m.

We are so excited to debut our Beginner Sewing curriculum ONLINE! Grab your favorite supervising
adult and get ready to learn the fundamentals of machine sewing! New students will learn
machine safety and standard sewing techniques like turning corners, making knots, and zig-zag
stitches before moving on to our prerequisite project, the Velcro pouch and Tote bag, and beyond!
When able, we will merge the New and Returning Machine Sewing classes to create one group
after our new students get through the beginner curriculum. This class is a pre-requisite to our
standard machine sewing class. All supplies, including a sewing machine, will be available for pickup from our no-contact pick-up shelf outside our (Seattle) Fremont Studio before class, or delivered
to your doorstep at an additional fee. Some tools and equipment will need to be returned after the
session is complete. For students outside of the Seattle area: we can ship supply kits but are not
able to provide a sewing machine for the class.

Knitting and Loom Weaving with Little Hands Creations
$219, 1-5 Grade, 3:30-5 p.m.
Learn the art of knitting! Knitting is calming, relaxing, and keeps us centered because of its repetitive
rhythmic movements. Beginners will start slowly with finger knitting, before moving on to our handy Knfity

Knitter Looms. Projects include bookmarkers, hats, headbands, pouches, and more! All supplies will be
available for pick-up from our (Seattle) Fremont no-touch pick-up shelf before class or delivered to your
home for an additional fee. Shipping is also available for $10. Loom and hooks will need to be returned after
the camp is complete. Please email us at mailto:littlehandscreations@gmail.com with any questions.

Fiber Arts & Crafts with Little Hands Creations
$219, 1-5 Grade, 3:30-5 p.m.
Expand your imagination and get creative! This new online class will dive deeper into some of our favorite
crafting techniques and materials. We will be exploring the multiple different ways that we can apply one
technique or craft to create different effects and finished projects. Themes will include Fabric batik,
macramé, hand sewing, paper crafts and more! All supplies will be available for pick-up from our (Seattle)
Fremont no-touch pick-up shelf prior to class or delivered to your home for an additional fee. Shipping is
also available for $10. Some tools and equipment will need to be returned after the camps is complete.

Beginner Minecraft Survival with BEAM Experiences
$132, 1-3 Grade, 3:30-4:30 p.m.
Start your epic Minecraft journey and master the basics! In this class, we will teach students how to use the
controls, build structures, gather food, collect materials, and craft tools & armor, and more! As we learn how
to play, we will embark on quests to explore a custom world and earn rewards.
The beginner class is designed for kids that are new to the game, still learning all that Minecraft has to offer,
and/or need help with the topics listed above.
Because Minecraft is an “open-world” game with endless ways to play, this introduction will help students
discover their own play-style. While FUN is the focus of this session, we will emphasize that teamwork and
sharing are important rules to follow during class.
We will be using Zoom voice chat to communicate during play.
Prerequisites:
1. There are a few requirements to play Minecraft online. Here's what you will need: 1. Minecraft
Bedrock Edition - The title screen should just say "Minecraft." Unless you see "Minecraft Java Edition"
or "Education Edition" on the title screen, you have Bedrock Edition. Bedrock Edition is NOT
AVAILABLE for macOS, Linux, and older versions of Windows.
2. A Microsoft Account - Minecraft uses Microsoft account Gamertags to connect players.
Registration is free.
3. You may have to purchase a subscription if your student is using a video game console.
Windows 10, iPad, iPhone, and Android players do not need a subscription. - Xbox One - Requires an
Xbox Live Gold membership - Nintendo Switch - Requires a Nintendo Switch Online membership PS4 - requires a PlayStation Plus membership. We will send instructions about joining our Minecraft
world after signing up. Please send us an email if you have any questions!

Online Coding Club with Creative Coding
$250, 1-5 Grade, 3:30-4:45 p.m.
Our clubs always feature “The Creative Coding Method.” Our goal is to be the very best at teaching computer
programming to kids in grades 3-5. “Founder Dad” Eric Fredrickson developed this method to teach and
inspire kids in this age group through four core principles: Fun, Creativity, Teaching kids to teach themselves,
and Persistence. Learn more at creativecoding.com!

Tuesday
Classes April 20-June 1

Machine Sewing for Returning Students with Little Hands Creations
$219, 1-5 Grade, 3:30-5 p.m.
Machine Sewing is BACK! Experienced students will be able to continue learning, creating, and sewing in our
new online classes! Returning students will pair up with their favorite supervising grown-up in every class of
this online session. During the first class, students will be able to vote on the projects they want to make
then each week, we will tackle one project as a group, and work step-by-step together. Projects for this class
are our most inclusive and span our entire pattern library including stuffed animals, games, clothing,
accessories, and bags. All supplies, including a sewing machine, will be available for pick-up from our nocontact pick-up shelf outside our (Seattle) Fremont Studio before class, or delivered to your doorstep at an
additional fee. We can ship the supply kits for those outside of Seattle, but we are not able to ship sewing
machines. Some tools and equipment will need to be returned after the camps are complete. This class is
currently open to students that have taken a Little Hands Creations Machine Sewing class in the past. If you
have not taken an LHC machine sewing class, please check out our listing for "New Machine Sewing
Students"

Machine Sewing for New Students with Little Hands Creations
$219, 1-5 Grade, 3:30-5 p.m.

We are so excited to debut our Beginner Sewing curriculum ONLINE! Grab your favorite supervising
adult and get ready to learn the fundamentals of machine sewing! New students will learn
machine safety and standard sewing techniques like turning corners, making knots, and zig-zag
stitches before moving on to our prerequisite project, the Velcro pouch and Tote bag, and beyond!
When able, we will merge the New and Returning Machine Sewing classes to create one group
after our new students get through the beginner curriculum. This class is a pre-requisite to our
standard machine sewing class. All supplies, including a sewing machine, will be available for pickup from our no-contact pick-up shelf outside our (Seattle) Fremont Studio before class, or delivered
to your doorstep at an additional fee. Some tools and equipment will need to be returned after the
session is complete. For students outside of the Seattle area: we can ship supply kits but are not
able to provide a sewing machine for the class.

Fashion Camp with Little Hands Creations
$250, 1-5 Grade, 3:30-5 p.m.

Get ready for Fashion Camp- Pandemic Edition! For this session, students will be tapping into their
fashionista alter egos by designing and sewing their very own garment! All students will start by

learning how to read a pattern and creating a simple jogger pant project. After that, we will guide
them through the construction of a complimentary garment. Without the ability to work side-byside with our students, we will be focusing more on construction, pattern reading, and sewing
techniques. On the final day of class, there will be an online zoom runway show. Please note this
class has a prerequisite of a beginners sewing class from Little Hands Creations. Due to class
session length, the curriculum may vary. Materials including a sewing machine, patterns, and
notions will be available for pick up before camp from our no-contact pick-up shelf in Fremont or
delivered to your home for an additional fee. Each student’s fabric will need to be purchased
before camp based on the specifications of our garments. We will reach out to you with those
details before class. Some tools and equipment will need to be returned after the camps are
complete.

Knitting and Loom Weaving with Little Hands Creations
$219, 1-5 Grade, 3:30-5 p.m.
Learn the art of knitting! Knitting is calming, relaxing, and keeps us centered because of its repetitive
rhythmic movements. Beginners will start slowly with finger knitting, before moving on to our handy Knfity
Knitter Looms. Projects include bookmarkers, hats, headbands, pouches, and more! All supplies will be
available for pick-up from our (Seattle) Fremont no-touch pick-up shelf prior to class or delivered to your
home for an additional fee. Shipping is also available for $10. Loom and hooks will need to be returned after
the camp is complete. Please email us at mailto:littlehandscreations@gmail.com with any questions.

Karate-X Martial Arts with Karate-X
$216, K-4 Grade, 4-4:35 p.m.
Join Karate-X Online for awesome zoom classes that are, disciplined, challenging, and fun! Time to get away
from our desks, burn energy and learn some new skills! Karate-X has been teaching in the Puget Sound for
over 20 years, with Martial Arts programs specifically designed for elementary-age students. Our professional
instructors know how to motivate kids! Belt rank testing is held at the end of each session, giving students
goals to aim for and recognition of their accomplishments. Classes are for both beginners and experienced
students. Karate-X Online will challenge, get us on our feet, and is simply fun! Join Karate-X Online!

Online Coding Club with Creative Coding
$250, 1-5 Grade, 3:30-4:45 p.m.
Our clubs always feature “The Creative Coding Method.” Our goal is to be the very best at teaching computer
programming to kids in grades 3-5. “Founder Dad” Eric Fredrickson developed this method to teach and
inspire kids in this age group through four core principles: Fun, Creativity, Teaching kids to teach themselves,
and Persistence. Learn more at creativecoding.com!

Wednesday
Classes April 21-June 2

Sports & Games Machine Sewing with Little Hands Creations
$250, 1-5 Grade, 3:30-5 p.m.

Who says sewing isn’t competitive?? In this class, students learn to make their own soccer balls,
hacky sacks, tic tac toe set, and more! What better way to stay entertained than to not only play a
game but make it! During the first class, students will be able to vote on the projects they want to
make, and then each week we will tackle one project as a group and work step-by-step together.
This class is great for returning sewers who are ready for more complicated customizable projects.
All supplies, including a sewing machine, will be available for pick-up from our no-contact pick-up
shelf outside our (Seattle) Fremont Studio prior to class, or delivered to your doorstep at an
additional fee. We can ship the supply kits for those outside of Seattle, but we are not able to ship
sewing machines. Some tools and equipment will need to be returned after the classes are
complete
Please note that the first class of this session is mandatory, please contact Chelsea Cook if your
child is unable to attend.
This class has a prerequisite of an LHC machine sewing class.

Sleepover Sewing with Little Hands Creations
$250, 1-5 Grade, 3:30-5 p.m.

Pillow forts, movie marathons, giggles, and cozy blankets… Get ready for a sleepover! In this class,
we will get to make our very own sleepover essentials including a Cupcake Pillow, Quillow, Journal,
Scrunchie, Kitty Ear Headband, and more (TGIF not included- ask your parents!) During the first
class, students will be able to vote on the projects they want to make. Then each week, we will
tackle one project as a group, and work step-by-step together. All supplies, including a sewing
machine, will be available for pick-up from our no-contact pick-up shelf outside our (Seattle)
Fremont Studio prior to class, or delivered to your doorstep at an additional fee. We can ship the
supply kits for those outside of Seattle, but we are not able to ship sewing machines. Some tools
and equipment will need to be returned after the classes are complete.
Please note that the first class of this session is mandatory, please contact Chelsea Cook if your
child is unable to attend.
This class has a prerequisite of an LHC machine sewing class.

American Girl Doll Sewing with Little Hands Creations
$250, 1-5 Grade, 3:30-5 p.m.
Welcome to the world of American Girl Doll couture! In this class, students will create their very own
runway-ready American Girl Doll tops, dresses, pants, and more. While patterns are sized to fit American Girl
Dolls but feel free to tailor them to fit your favorite doll or stuffy! Dolls don’t have to have all the fun! During
the first class, students will be able to vote on the projects they want to make, and then each week we will
tackle one project as a group and work step-by-step together. This class is great for returning sewers who are
ready for more complicated, customizable projects. All supplies, including a sewing machine, will be
available for pick-up from our no-contact pick-up shelf outside our (Seattle) Fremont Studio prior to class, or
delivered to your doorstep at an additional fee. We can ship the supply kits for those outside of Seattle, but
we are not able to ship sewing machines. Some tools and equipment will need to be returned after the
classes are complete

Please note that the first class of this session is mandatory, please contact Chelsea Cook if your
child is unable to attend.
This class has a prerequisite of an LHC machine sewing class.

Lego® Build Along - Dragons & Dinos with Bricks 4 Kidz Greater Seattle
$125, K-2 Grade, 3:30-4:15
Join us for a virtual Lego build-along! Do you have a jumble of Lego bricks at home? Put them to good use
and share your creations! Each week, we will build a different scaly beast, such as Toothless from How to
Train Your Dragon, Dratini from Pokemon, or a dinosaur from Jurassic Park. You can follow along with the
teacher, but feel free to get creative and mix it up! Let’s make some Dragons & Dinosaurs! We will use Zoom
to communicate and share our builds during class. What you'll need: A small-medium bin of mixed Lego
pieces is best. Each Monday, we will send a list of pieces you can prepare ahead of time to use for our builds,
but don't worry if you don't have exact matching pieces! Please send us an email at
abenami@bricks4kidz.com if you have any questions.

Online Coding Club with Creative Coding
$250, 1-5 Grade, 3:30-4:45 p.m.
Our clubs always feature “The Creative Coding Method.” Our goal is to be the very best at teaching computer
programming to kids in grades 3-5. “Founder Dad” Eric Fredrickson developed this method to teach and
inspire kids in this age group through four core principles: Fun, Creativity, Teaching kids to teach themselves,
and Persistence. Learn more at creativecoding.com!

Thursday
Classes April 22- June 3
Machine Sewing for Returning Students with Little Hands Creations
$219, 1-5 Grade, 3:30-5 p.m.
Machine Sewing is BACK! Experienced students will be able to continue learning, creating, and sewing in our
new online classes! Returning students will pair up with their favorite supervising grown-up in every class of
this online session. During the first class, students will be able to vote on the projects they want to make
then each week, we will tackle one project as a group, and work step-by-step together. Projects for this class
are our most inclusive and span our entire pattern library including stuffed animals, games, clothing,
accessories, and bags. All supplies, including a sewing machine, will be available for pick-up from our nocontact pick-up shelf outside our (Seattle) Fremont Studio prior to class, or delivered to your doorstep at an
additional fee. We can ship the supply kits for those outside of Seattle, but we are not able to ship sewing
machines. Some tools and equipment will need to be returned after the camps are complete. This class is
currently open to students that have taken a Little Hands Creations Machine Sewing class in the past. If you
have not taken an LHC machine sewing class, please check out our listing for "New Machine Sewing
Students"

Machine Sewing for New Students with Little Hands Creations
$219, 1-5 Grade, 3:30-5 p.m.

We are so excited to debut our Beginner Sewing curriculum ONLINE! Grab your favorite supervising
adult and get ready to learn the fundamentals of machine sewing! New students will learn
machine safety and standard sewing techniques like turning corners, making knots, and zig-zag
stitches before moving on to our prerequisite project, the Velcro pouch and Tote bag, and beyond!
When able, we will merge the New and Returning Machine Sewing classes to create one group
after our new students get through the beginner curriculum. This class is a pre-requisite to our
standard machine sewing class. All supplies, including a sewing machine, will be available for pickup from our no-contact pick-up shelf outside our (Seattle) Fremont Studio prior to class, or
delivered to your doorstep at an additional fee. Some tools and equipment will need to be returned
after the session is complete. For students outside of the Seattle area: we are able to ship supply
kits but are not able to provide a sewing machine for the class.

Clothing & Accessory Machine Sewing with Little Hands Creations
$250, 1-5 Grade, 3:30-5 p.m.
Does your wardrobe need a little freshening up during the stay-at-home order? We’ve got you covered! Little
Hands Creations is excited to debut our brand-new Clothing and Wearables Machine Sewing class! During

the first class, students will be able to vote on the projects they want to make, and then each week we will
tackle one design as a group and work step-by-step together. Projects will rotate each session to include new
clothing, seasonal wearables, and our most popular designs. Projects will include Pajama Pants, 2 types of
skirts, the Fox scarf, fingerless gloves, and two types of hats. All supplies, including a sewing machine, will be
available for pick-up from our no-contact pick-up shelf outside our (Seattle) Fremont Studio prior to class, or
delivered to your doorstep at an additional fee. We can ship the supply kits for those outside of Seattle, but
we are not able to ship sewing machines. Some tools and equipment will need to be returned after the
classes are complete.

Please note that the first class of this session is mandatory, please contact Chelsea Cook if your
child is unable to attend.
This class has a prerequisite of an LHC machine sewing class.

Online Coding Club with Creative Coding
$250, 1-5 Grade, 3:30-4:45 p.m.
Our clubs always feature “The Creative Coding Method.” Our goal is to be the very best at teaching computer
programming to kids in grades 3-5. “Founder Dad” Eric Fredrickson developed this method to teach and
inspire kids in this age group through four core principles: Fun, Creativity, Teaching kids to teach themselves,
and Persistence. Learn more at creativecoding.com!

Friday
Classes April 23- June 4
Fashion Camp with Little Hands Creations
$250, 1-5 Grade, 3:30-5 p.m.

Get ready for Fashion Camp- Pandemic Edition! For this session, students will be tapping into their
fashionista alter egos by designing and sewing their very own garment! All students will start by
learning how to read a pattern and creating a simple jogger pant project. After that, we will guide
them through the construction of a complimentary garment. Without the ability to work side-byside with our students, we will be focusing more on construction, pattern reading, and sewing
techniques. On the final day of class, there will be an online zoom runway show. Please note this
class has a prerequisite of a beginners sewing class from Little Hands Creations. Due to class
session length, the curriculum may vary. Materials including a sewing machine, patterns, and
notions will be available for pick up prior to camp from our no-contact pick-up shelf in Fremont or
delivered to your home for an additional fee. Each student’s fabric will need to be purchased prior
to camp based on the specifications of our garments. We will reach out to you with those details
prior to class. Some tools and equipment will need to be returned after the camps are complete.

Creepy Crawly Machine Sewing with Little Hands Creations
$250, 1-5 Grade, 3:30-5 p.m.

Snakes and spiders and ghosts, oh my! Sewing isn't just about clothes and bags, it's fun critters
too! In our Creepy Crawly Machine Sewing Class students get to try their hand at creating a variety
of different critters and crawlers. Some creepy, some cute, and all totally awesome. Projects
include Bat, Spider, Bee, Snake, Jellyfish, Turtle, Worm Neck Pillow, Sea Monster, and Mouse. During
the first class, students will be able to vote on the projects they want to make, and then each week
we will tackle one design as a group and work step-by-step together. Projects will rotate each
session to include new clothing, seasonal wearables, and our most popular designs. Projects will
include Pajama Pants, 2 types of skirts, the Fox scarf, fingerless gloves, and two types of hats. All
supplies, including a sewing machine, will be available for pick-up from our no-contact pick-up
shelf outside our (Seattle) Fremont Studio prior to class, or delivered to your doorstep at an
additional fee. We can ship the supply kits for those outside of Seattle, but we are not able to ship
sewing machines. Some tools and equipment will need to be returned after the classes are
complete
Please note that the first class of this session is mandatory, please contact Chelsea Cook if your
child is unable to attend.
This class has a prerequisite of an LHC machine sewing class.

Hand Sewing with Little Hands Creations
$250, 1-5 Grade, 3:30-5 p.m.
Learn the basics and beyond in this Hand Sewing class! We have converted some of our most popular
machine sewing projects just for this program and alongside our existing hand-sewing projects, we will focus
on different hand stitching techniques and embroidery to create and decorate. Project options include the
Owl Phone Case, Button Dice, Tic Tac Toe, Hackey Sack, Felt Wallets, and more! One of our favorite parts
about our in-person classes is that kids get to pick their projects, so we want to keep that autonomy rolling!
Students will vote on which projects they want to make first and then we will tackle one project as a group,
and work step-by-step together. All supplies will be available for pick-up from our (Seattle) Fremont notouch pick-up shelf prior to class or delivered to your home for an additional fee. Shipping is also available
for $10. Some tools and equipment will need to be returned after the camps are complete.

Intermediate Minecraft Survival with BEAM Experiences
$150, 3-5 Grade, 3:30-4:30 p.m.
Create shelters, survive the night, and level up with other brave kids! In this class, help the team by creating
structures, mining for valuables, crafting tools, exploring caves, and defending against mobs. We will explore
a custom world with new quests and surprises, visit the Nether, and end the session by battling the Ender
Dragon! The intermediate class is designed for kids that have experience playing Minecraft and can do these
things without any help: collect food, mine for resources, craft tools & armor, and build shelters. This online
play session is meant to encourage teamwork and simply having FUN in Minecraft! The only rule is no
"griefing" - we’re a team! We will be using Zoom voice chat to communicate during play.
Prerequisites:
1. There are a few requirements to play Minecraft online. Here's what you will need: 1. Minecraft
Bedrock Edition - The title screen should just say "Minecraft." Unless you see "Minecraft Java Edition"
or "Education Edition" on the title screen, you have Bedrock Edition. Bedrock Edition is NOT
AVAILABLE for macOS, Linux, and older versions of Windows.
2. A Microsoft Account - Minecraft uses Microsoft account Gamertags to connect players.
Registration is free.
3. You may have to purchase a subscription if your student is using a video game console.
Windows 10, iPad, iPhone, and Android players do not need a subscription. - Xbox One - Requires an
Xbox Live Gold membership - Nintendo Switch - Requires a Nintendo Switch Online membership PS4 - requires a PlayStation Plus membership. We will send instructions about joining our Minecraft
world after signing up. Please send us an email if you have any questions!

Online Coding Club with Creative Coding
$250, 1-5 Grade, 3:30-4:45 p.m.
Our clubs always feature “The Creative Coding Method.” Our goal is to be the very best at teaching computer
programming to kids in grades 3-5. “Founder Dad” Eric Fredrickson developed this method to teach and

inspire kids in this age group through four core principles: Fun, Creativity, Teaching kids to teach themselves,
and Persistence. Learn more at creativecoding.com!

